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(2) 

Thus the time of a complete cycle with retarding 
fields E 1 and E 2 is 

T = tV2JVJIUZe + 2 (11£1+11£2) Y2UM1Ze. (3) 

The condition aT ;au = 0 gives 

(4) 

If the magnitudes of U 0 , l, E 1 and E 2 are chosen 

to satisfy the relation (4) we shall achieve first
order space-time grouping (focusing) of ions of 
different energies. In that event, the time of a 
complete cycle will be 

T 0 = 21 Y2M I U 0Ze. 

However, this will not satisfy the condition for 
second-order focusing 

o2T I au2 = l y M! 2 zeug 

(5) 

and the spread in time of a cycle for ions of identi
cal mass but energy spread ~ U is 

ATu = (l/2lYMJ2ZeU~ (MJ) 2 • 

The difference in the period of a cycle for ions of 
mass difference ~ M but identical energy is 

AT M =I V2! ZeMU0 AM. 

By equating these quantities we obtain a formula 
for the limit of resolution which is determined by 
the energy spread of the ions: 

(6) 

The precision of the measurements is determined 
by the duration of a pulse or its linear size. Thus 
the ratio of the duration of an ion pulse to its 
transit time must be smaller than the resolution 
limit. Since in the error formula ~/M = 2~T /T, 
the magnitude of ~M/M is given, whereas ~T is 
limited by the experimental possibilities, for the 
purpose of improving accuracy, it is necessary 
either to lengthen the tube (which is impracti
cable) or to cause the ions to comfllete the number 
of cycles which is required by the formula 

N = (2MjAM) A T/T. (7) 

On the assumption that the retarding fields and the 
accelerating potential are supplied by the same 
source of power the stability of the latter is given 
by ~V /V = t-.M/M. The strength of the longitudinal 
nJagnetic field is set at a value such that increase 
in the sensitivity of the instrument ¥-ill not 
diminish its resolving power, that is, it will 
focus ions whose transverse energy component is 
below the limit given by 

H "'R-1 V (2MjZe) AU, (8) 

where R is the radius of the tube. 
Thus ions which are scattered by the residual 

gas will he lost in the walls at scattering angles 
which are greater than the permissible values. If, 
for example, the parameters are as follows: U 0 

= 100 v, ~U = 0.2 v, l =50 em, A1 = 100, ~T 
= 0.05J1sec, we obtain T 0 = 145Jlsec, ~,~1/M 
= 10- 6 and N = 690. At a pressure of 1 - 5 x 10- 6 

mm Hg, the number of ions which reach the de
tector is a few percent of the initial number. 

* Of course it would be possible to employ a field with 
a quadratic potential distribution so that the oscilla
tion period of the ions would be absolutely independent 
of their energies, but there are great experimental diffi
culties involved in the generation of such a field. 
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THERE is considerable experimental evidence 
of the fact that collisions with electrons play 

an important part in the broadening of atomic spec
tral lines in a plasma l- 5 . Moreover, there is every 
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reason to believe that a number of lines of metals in 

stellar atmospheres are broadened due to collisions 

with electrons6 • At the same tiwe the existing 

theory of the broadening of spectral lines does not 
apply to electrons, because its basic assumption 
that the relative motion of the aton·; and of the per
turbing particle is 1uasiclassical is correct only 
for heavy particles . 

The shape of a line that is broadened due to the 
interaction of an atom with the particles surrounding 
it (in this case with electrons) is obtained from the 
integral 

where 

1/J '· and 1/J ". are the wave functions of the rela-n ~ n ~ 

tive motion of the atom and electrons for the initial 

and final states of the atom, respectively. 
The calculation of A is greatly simplified if 

broadening by electrons is regarded as being of 
impact character 7 (in the terminology of classical 
theory). In this case the instants of time during 
which an electron is close to the atom are disre
garded, since it is possible to neglect radiation 
during the actual collision. For integration in the 
intervals between collisions, when the distance to 
the nearest electron is large, simple asymptotic 
expressions can be used for the functions 1/J .. The 

n£ 
entire calculation can be carried through to the 
end in this general form. This is extremely im
portant. A number of articles S-l 0 on electron 

broadening have recently appeared. Their authors 
attempt to solve the problem without making any 
assumptions in advance regarding the n;echanism of 
the broadening. Because of the difficulties of the 
calculation they confine themselves to the Born 
approximation, which is of doubtful validity in this 
case, as collisions with relatively slow electrons, 
whose energy is 0.5 to l ev, is of the greatest 
practical interest. 

As will be shown below, the general equations 
which we derive give the results obtained in Refs. 
8-10 for the Born approximation. 

Our calculations showed that electron impact 
broadening is of dispersive character; for the line 
width y and shift L'l we obtain: 

y = 2Nvcr,, 

co 

cr, = ; ~ (2/ + 1) {1 -cos 2 ("f);- 'f)';n; 
z~o 

(l) 

(2) 

where k = f.1 v/n, h: y l ( l + 1) is the angular 

n,omentum; ryz' and ryz" are the quantum-n,echanical 

scattering phases for the initial and final states 
of the atom. 

In the quasi-classical approxirr,ation Eqs. (l) and 
(2) go over into the corresponding fornmlas of 
classical theory. Indeed (see He f. ll ), in scatter
ing by the field fr D n/Rn 

"Dnkll-2 
r r (112 ) r ((n -1) 1 2) 
2 1un-1 r (n I 2) 

After substituting~ k = f.LV and kp "' l we obtain 

2 ('tJ; -'f)';) 

D~- D~ v; I' ((n -1) 1 2) =. ( ) 
vpn-L r (n I 2) IJ p ' 

(3) 

where ry ( p) is the phase shift of the atomic oscil
lator in Weisskopf's theory7. Using (3) andre-

placing the sunm.ation over l by integration over 
p we easily o~tain 

co 

cr, = 21t ~ {1- cos '1J (p)} pdp; (4) 

0 !'X) 

cri = 21t ~ sin ·f) (p) pdp. 

0 

Estimates show that in some cases (3) and (4) 
are a quite good approximation. In the transition 
to the Born approximation we express the cross 

section CF, in terms of the scattering amplitudes: 

7t 

cr, = 1t ~ J f' (6)- !" (6) 12 sin 6 d6, 

0 

I (6) = 2~k ~ (2/ + 1) {e2i 11 1-1} P1 (cos 6). 

Considering that in the Born approxin.ation 

I (6) = (.Le2 (Z- F(6)) 
21i2 sin2 6 I 2 

and introducing the notation x=4a~k 2 sin 2( 0/ 2) 
and a 0 = fi: 2/ f.le 2 , we obtain for the broadening 
cross section 4a~k' 

cr = 21t \ x-2 (F"- F')2 dx. 
r k2 ) 

0 

(5) 

Here F' and F" are form factors for the initial 
and final atomic states. Equation (5) agrees with 
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Eqs. (22) and (23) of Ref. 8, thus establishing the 
relationship with the results obtained in Refs. 
8-10. We note in conclusion that when inelastic 
collisions are taken into consideration, E.qs. (l) 
and (2) are replaced by 

1t ~ 2(~;+13;) ' n (6' 
ar = fi2 £.J (2l + 1) {1 - e cos 2 (7Jl -7)1)}, I 

(7) 

Here YJz + i{31 are complex scattering phases. 
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JF one can arrange for a sufficiently intense Learn 
of polarized electrons it is possible to carry out 

a series of experin1ents with electrons as well as 
with circularly polarized bremsstrahlung 1• Some 
methods of obtaining polarized electrons are we 11 

known (scattering of electrons Ly heavy nuclei 2 , the 
photoelectric effect on aligned atoms 3 , etc.). How
ever, the values of the polarization and intensity 
obtained therewith are small; these methods are 
particularly ineffective in the high-energy region. 
l3elo"" is shown the principle of operation of\ a 
source of polarized electrons, which apparently has 
not previously been described in the literature. 

We consider field emission from a cathode, to 
whose surface (along the normal) is applied a 
strong electric field E and a magnetic field II. The 
behavior of the potential near the surface of the 
metal (see Figure), owing to the presence of the 

------
The dotted line shows the behavior of the potential 

with the magnetic field absent. 

magnetic field, is shifted by the value ±f10H for 
each of the two electron groups with opposite 
spin orientations. But in the equilibrium state, the 
Fermi energies of both groups are equal, and con
sequently, the penetrability of the barrier differs 
for conduction electrons with different spin orienta
tions. An elementary value for the ratio n j n 

- + 
for the emitted electrons is given by (see, for 
example Ref. 4) 

n_jn+ "-' exp (2 V2rpjmc2HJE), 

where cp is the work function. For cp "- 1 ev 
(coated cathode) one needs an electric field 
.strength of the order of E "- 106 v /en,, and a_n ob
servable polarization ~;-=(n+ -n_)/(n+ +n_) is ob-

tained, if the magnetic field is hundreds of kilo
gauss. Obviously, our derivation refers to the case 
kT ;S (1 0 H, i.e., the cathode must be at the tem
perature of liquid hydrogen. 

In this manner we are able to create a source of 
polarized electrons depending essentially on the 


